Myocardial perfusion imaging using contrast echocardiography.
Intense work during the last two decades has brought forth the use of myocardial contrast echocardiography to the clinical threshold for the diagnosis and evaluation of coronary artery disease. A number of ultrasound contrast agents have been developed that act as red blood cell tracers and display myocardial perfusion when imaged by dedicated ultrasound imaging modalities. A considerable amount of experimental and clinical research has shown that myocardial contrast echocardiography can aid in the recognition of acute and chronic myocardial infarction, viable myocardium, and functionally significant coronary stenoses. Comparison of this technique to nuclear imaging and coronary arteriography has demonstrated excellent diagnostic accuracy in the evaluation of various coronary syndromes. Optimal practice of perfusion imaging requires a thorough knowledge of microbubble characteristics and imaging modalities, as well as good experience in the method. The technique continues to evolve from intermittent gated examination to real-time perfusion imaging that allows evaluation of both perfusion and functional parameters. The opportunity to target sites of pathology with specially engineered microbubbles could also aid in many therapeutic applications besides diagnostic imaging.